
Select from the designated list: 

samples of whole 

poems or extracts 

between 14 and 

20 lines long 

covering the 

range. Refer to 

past papers for 

examples.
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In the texts you have selected:
• Identify the verse form ( e.g. sonnet /“When I have fears…; ode /“ Nightingale”; narrative -Spenserian stanza/ “The Eve of St Agnes); narrative ottava rima/“Isabella…”; narrative –ballad stanza (“La Belle Dame…” consider the match between form and content• look for patterns in language, imagery and sound e.g“holy”; “pieties”; “incense” and “shrine in “Ode to Psyche”• consider the effects of language choices e.g. rich and sensuous in “To Autumn”; terse and concrete in “Isabella...”• examine the ways in which Keats creates mood and tone through images, structure, punctuation and language choice• explore how Keats reveals his own attitude towards his chosen subjects.
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Take one of the samples you have 

selected and consider the different angles 

from which it might be approached. 

Under the heading “Analyse the ways in 

which Keats presents…” You should also 

make your own additions to this list.

• strong emotions

• ideas about mortality

• ideas about beauty

• self-reproach

• fear
• faith and hope

• complex ideas

• disappointment

• love.
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Choose two topics from your list of approaches and write the first 100 words of a response to both. Take careful note of the ways in which you shape your response differently but relevantly (from the very start) in each case. If you have a study partner ask for comments on your work. If you are working alone, leave your responses for 24 hours and then see what improvements you could make.
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Do 
• start directly and relevantly
• look for patterns of language and imagery• use technical terminology for economy and to demonstrate understanding/appreciation• take care with your expression, judge the impact of your own language and aim to be provisional rather than assertive e.g. Keats seems…”; “It is possible that Keats…”

Don’t 
• write lengthy and redundant 

introductions e.g. “This poem written by John Keats, a Romantic poet…”• make extended references to context• try to take account of other readings• use overlong quotations or copy out large portions of the text
• use technical terms descriptively.
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